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Abstract. Extreme working conditions affect material used as friction components in transportation
field; they rapidly reach their limits and critical parts require to be regularly replaced. Alternative
solutions withstand higher operating conditions imply to find innovative materials. Stellite
matrix composites including various solid lubricants, WS2 and h-BN, able to admit extreme
conditions were developed using a Spark Plasma Sintering technique, which makes possible the
formation of new microstructures out of reach by conventional means. Sliding tests were conducted
using a pin-on-disc tribometer in air at 450°C, with a velocity of 0.25 m/s and various normal load
ranged from 2.5 to 40 N. Influence of solid lubricant content and sensitivity to test parameters were
studied in terms of friction and wear responses of the contacting materials. Friction properties are
equivalent to Stellite ones and sometimes less effective. A reduction of wear is quantified for many
composites, and the best behavior is observed for those that contain WS2. In agreement with the
third body approach, interpretations are proposed to describe the interphase dynamics within the
contact.

Introduction

In current industry, mechanical devices assume to support severe environmental conditions: high
temperature and stresses under reactive and corrosive conditions. Economic pressures and new
environmental standards require manufacturers to find innovative solutions for the replacement of
out-of-date parts.

Insertion of a solid lubricant in a composite material in order to reduce friction and wear has already
been considered widely by using conventional sintering method [1,2, 3, 4]. Some studies have
shown that the addition of solid lubricant can change the tribological properties of a metal matrix
composite. Bolton and Gant acted on steel by adding particles of titanium carbide and niobium as
well as two solid lubricants such as manganese sulfide and calcium fluoride [5]. More recently, B.
Chen and collaborators had made composites of copper and were added to graphite or hexagonal
boron nitride in different proportions. The tribological test results showed that significantly
improved the graphite friction reducing properties of the base and the boron nitride was not as
effective [6]. W. Chen realized in 2010 a similar approach on ceramic composites SiN4 type with
hexagonal boron nitride. This combination was effective in tribological tests carried out with a steel
punch [7].

Metal Matrix Composites (MMC) manufactured by Spark Plasma Sintering (SPS) provide
original solutions for the synthesis of new materials inaccessible by conventional

 techniques. Thus, MMC containing different contents of solid lubricants such as hexagonal boron
nitride (h-BN) or tungsten disulphide (WS2) were worked out [1,8]. The presence of solid lubricant
in the composite bulk and, in particular, on its surface, expects the formation of a tribofilm, so called
third body, which will allow the velocities accommodation between surfaces in contact [9,10]. In
previous works [11], several MMC with steel matrix were tested and there tribological behaviouwere
principally affected by oxidation. Friction reduction and wear resistance significantly
was enhanced by introduction of WS2 in MMC’s matrix.
The present study concerns five MMC containing solid lubricants trapped in a Stellite matrix. The interest of this MMC consist use of Stellite as the matrix. Yucel et al. [12] and Inman et al. [13] show that Stellite presents good tribological properties at high temperature. During tribological tests, this alloy produces oxidizes film with Co3O4 and CoCr2O4 and form a “glazed layer” that enhanced wear resistance. The production of Stellite matrix composite with solid lubricant would enhance friction reduction properties. In the present work, mechanisms responsible for the tribological behavior are identified and discussed. This approach is completed by surface topography measurements, observations of the third body morphology and chemical analyses of detached particles that compose the third body.

Materials studied

Metal Matrix Composites were synthesized under uniaxial pressure using a powder consolidation technology called Spark Plasma Sintering [14, 15]. The temperature of densification proceeds from current pulses of very high intensity, which directly pass through graphite dies and disperse spark plasma energy between particles of powder. This operation takes only a few minutes. The apparatus performed for this study is a Sumitomo Model 2080 located at the Plateforme Nationale de Frittage Flash (PNF²-CNRS) in Toulouse, France [16]. This is one of the most powerful machines in Europe in terms of current pulses (1-8000 A under 0-10 V) and sample size (up to 50 mm in diameter). Applied uniaxial pressure and sintering temperature can reach respectively 200 MPa and 2000°C.

The matrix of these composites is made of Stellite 6 containing about 30% in chromium, and 5% in tungsten (by weight). Table 1 presents the average chemical composition of the initial Stellite 6 according to ref 17. This alloy, without solid lubricant, so called Stellite, was chosen as a reference for the study.

Table 1: Chemical composition of Stellite 6 [17]

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Element</th>
<th>Co</th>
<th>Cr</th>
<th>W</th>
<th>Fe</th>
<th>C</th>
<th>Mn</th>
<th>Si</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>% by weight</td>
<td>Matrix</td>
<td>27-32</td>
<td>4-6</td>
<td>2.5</td>
<td>0.9-1.4</td>
<td>1.0</td>
<td>1.0</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Different amounts of hexagonal boron nitride (h-BN) or tungsten disulphide (WS2) solid lubricants are introduced into the matrix. Table 2 presents the sintering conditions of the six studied materials and their designation used in this paper. SPS conditions are optimized to obtain the best compaction of the material. In this way, the SPS conditions for A10BN are different in comparison to the others. The hardness measurement is presented to complete the mechanical characterization. Hardness increases with the amount of WS2 and decreases with the amount of h-BN.

Table 2: Compositions and sintering conditions of the different studied MMC.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Materials</th>
<th>SPS Conditions</th>
<th>Hardness HV</th>
<th>Nomenclature</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Stellite 6</td>
<td>900°C, 2 min, 80 MPa</td>
<td>452±2</td>
<td>Stellite</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stellite – 10% (vol.) h-BN</td>
<td>1000°C, 2 min, 80 MPa</td>
<td>380±20</td>
<td>St10BN</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stellite – 15% (vol.) h-BN</td>
<td>1000°C, 2 min, 80 MPa</td>
<td>300±30</td>
<td>St15BN</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stellite – 5% (vol.) WS2</td>
<td>1000°C, 10 min, 100 MPa</td>
<td>537±6</td>
<td>St5WS2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stellite – 10% (vol.) WS2</td>
<td>1000°C, 2 min, 80 MPa</td>
<td>541±8</td>
<td>St10WS2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stellite – 20% (vol.) WS2</td>
<td>1000°C, 2 min, 80 MPa</td>
<td>570±20</td>
<td>St20WS2</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Experimental details

Tribological tests were performed using a Pin-on-disc configuration[18, 19]. All pins are stainless steel AISI 431, and have a cylindrical shape of 6 mm diameter. Vickers hardness of the pins is 247 HV$_{30}$. Discs and pins were polished and cleaned in ultrasonic baths of ethanol prior testing. Tests are performed at a constant load of 15 N while the velocity increases by steps from 0.25 m/s to 1.5 m/s. Each step has duration of 300 s. The normal load applied on the pin and tangential force are continuously measured throughout a computerized data acquisition system. The friction coefficient, also noted $\mu$, is calculated according to the Amontons’ law [20], i.e. the ratio of tangential force and normal load, while the wear rate is quantified using the Archard model [21].

Samples are heated up to 450°C by a radiative furnace surrounding the contact and thermocouples control the temperature in the vicinity of the contact. All tests are performed in air at atmospheric pressure. Table 3 summarizes the operating conditions.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Configuration</th>
<th>Plate on plate</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Type of movement</td>
<td>Continues rotation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pin diameter</td>
<td>6 mm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Contact area</td>
<td>113 mm$^2$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Temperature</td>
<td>450°C</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Environment</td>
<td>Air – atmospheric pressure</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Study of friction-reducing properties

Characteristic friction coefficient curves are represented as a function of time and the normal load for each composite in Figure 1 to Figure 4. The friction coefficient values are presented in the text as an average for each step. A general evolution of the frictional properties is proposed. The vertical line that appears at each step beginning is an artifact of the acquisition system due to the introduction of the additional normal load.

![Figure 1: Friction coefficient of Stellite with respect to the time and normal load.](image)

In the case of Stellite (Figure 1), the friction coefficient starts at 0.63, it evolution during the two first steps is irregular. With increase of the normal load, friction coefficient decreases. The lowest value, 0.13, is obtained at 17.5 N. Note that after 5 N, the friction coefficient is very stable. After this step, the friction coefficient increases to values include between 0.25 and 0.33. This test is considered as a reference for the next tribological tests.
Tribological tests carried out with composites containing 10% by vol. of hexagonal boron nitride, i.e. St10BN (Fig. 2a), register average friction coefficients around 0.53 at the first step. The friction coefficient progressively decreases to 0.35.

In the case of St15BN (Fig. 2b), the friction coefficient follows globally the same evolution than St10BN. The values of $\mu$ are high at the test start and decrease step by step, from 0.85 to 0.46. The frictional force oscillates during the entire test and those oscillations are stronger at the three last steps where the friction coefficient associated is measured between 0.7 and 0.3.

![Figure 2: Friction coefficient of St10BN (a) and St15BN (b) with respect to the time and normal load.](image)

The Figure 3(a) presents the friction coefficient recorded of St5WS2 composite is relatively stable in comparison with MMC containing h-BN. The highest values ($\mu=0.5$) are measured during the first step and $\mu$ averaged 0.3 after applying a normal load of 17.5 N.

![Figure 3: Friction coefficient of St5WS2 (a) and St10WS2 (b) with respect to the time and normal load.](image)
With St10WS₂ (Figure 3(b)), the friction coefficient is starting around 0.4 and increase quickly to 0.5. During the test, the friction coefficient is irregular. With the increase of the normal load the friction coefficient oscillated around a mean value of 0.4. The maximum μ is evaluated at 0.54 and the minimum at 0.3

![Friction coefficient of St20WS₂](image)

Figure 4: Friction coefficient of St20WS₂ with respect to the time and normal load.

The last compound, St20WS₂, presents in Figure 4 a behavior similar to that of the Stellite: for low load, between 2.5 and 5 N, the friction coefficient increases from 0.3 to 0.5. Then μ decrease with the normal load and is very stable. No oscillation is produced during the registration of μ, and each step corresponds to a very stable situation. Step by step, the friction coefficient reaches successively the values of 0.21, 0.16 and 0.09 respectively for the charge step of 10, 12.5 and 15 N. After 15 N, μ increases gradually to 0.17 at 17.5 N, 0.21 at 20 N, 0.27 at 22.5 N, 0.28 at 25 N and 0.3 at 30 N. After 30 N, a new decrease of μ is recorded; the value maintains an average around 0.23.

Thus, the addition of WS₂ is more beneficial than the addition of h-BN. Large amounts of solid lubricant are required to access tribological performances comparable to Stellite ones.

**Optical and topographical analysis of the worn surfaces**

Optical microscope observations are realized before tribological tests (Figure 5). In the St10BN and St15BN samples, the micrographs indicate the presence of agglomerated solid lubricant in the Stellite matrix. These particles are absent from the micrographs of the Stellite without solid lubricant. Only little scars appear on the surface, they are associated to the preparation of the sample.

![Optical micrographs](image)

Figure 5: Optical micrographs of initial surfaces of (a) stellite, (b) St10BN and (c) St15BN.
Similar agglomerations of solid lubricant can be distinguished on the micrographs obtained with St5WS₂, St10WS₂ and St20WS₂ (Figure 6). The presence at the surface of the sample is expected to produce solid lubricant in the contact during the sliding motion of the pin on the disc.

Figure 6: Optical micrographs of initial surfaces of (a) St5WS₂, (b) St10WS₂ and (c) St20WS₂.

Sliding surfaces were observed on both samples and sliders using an optical microscope (Figure 7 to Figure 12). All of the samples show evidences of abrasion and adhesive transfers of material inside the scar track. On Stellite sample, reddish and black debris adhere on the two contacting bodies (Figure 7). Numerous deformation scratches can also be distinguished on all the observed surfaces.

Figure 7: Binocular microscopy images (a) of the Stellite sample (b) and of the pin.

Composites containing h-BN are also affected by an important degradation (Figure 7 and Figure 8). Fine particles can be collected near the scar of the discs. Black and grey particles are sprayed and stuck on both contacting surface. Numerous scratches can be observed on discs and pins.

Figure 8: Binocular microscopy images (a) of St10BN sample (b) and of the pin.
Samples containing WS$_2$ present a similar aspect to that observed on Stellite samples (Figure 10 and Figure 12). Black particles are present on pins and discs, which form a highly shearing transfer layer crossing by numerous scratches. A black powder can be collected on the border of the scar at the end of the test.
Topographic measurements are performed on a VYCO NT 1100 optical profiling system. Before tribological tests, pins show arithmetic roughness ($R_a$) of about 0.14 μm. Disc roughness is dependent on the material composition. Arithmetic roughness is ranged from 0.04 μm for the Stellite disc to 0.20 μm for the Stellite composite at 15% h-BN.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Material</th>
<th>Before the test</th>
<th>After the test</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>$R_a$ [μm]</td>
<td>$R_q$ [μm]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stellite</td>
<td>0.04</td>
<td>0.06</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Co10BN</td>
<td>0.15</td>
<td>0.33</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Co15BN</td>
<td>0.20</td>
<td>0.43</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Co5WS2</td>
<td>0.09</td>
<td>0.13</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Co10WS2</td>
<td>0.13</td>
<td>0.17</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Co20WS2</td>
<td>0.08</td>
<td>0.12</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 4 summarizes the arithmetic roughness and rms roughness ($R_q$) for the sliding pin and the six composites of this study. MMC arithmetic roughness is generally higher than these of the Stellite disc. Thus, the polishing preparation led to a relatively smooth surface on Stellite, while composites exhibit more irregular surfaces. Surfaces topography of Stellite and MMC, show that the roughness parameters are increased after tribological tests for overall studied samples (Table 4).

On Stellite disc, the three-dimensional images reveals well marked scratches alternated with very flat planes. This aspect is associated to the abrasion of the disc during the test (Figure 13). The corresponding measured arithmetic roughness $R_a$ reaches 3.08 μm.

![Figure 13: Three-dimensional image of Stellite recorded by optical profilometry.](image)

Figure 14 (a) and (b) were recorded on the worn surfaces of samples containing h-BN. The powder particles remain present at the surface of these samples. Roughness parameters are measured: $R_a = 3.14 \mu m$ for St10BN, this is the same scale than Stellite. For St15BN, $R_a = 8.12 \mu m$, it is higher than the values measured for Stellite. Thus, after the friction test the MMC that contains the highest amount of h-BN present important degradation in comparison of the Stellite without lubricant.

![Figure 14: Three-dimensional images of St10BN (a) and St15BN (b) recorded by optical profilometry.](image)
For the discscproduce with St5WS2 (Figure 15 (a)), the average roughness parameter is lower than in the case of the pristine Stellite, $R_a=2.78 \, \mu m$. Scratches can be observed but most of the surface is flat. This is also the case for the samples that contain 10% of WS$_2$ (Figure 15(b)). Nevertheless, $R_a$ is higher and equal 3.80 $\mu m$. For these two samples, scratches are less deep and surfaces show a smoother pattern. A general deformation of the last disc, made with St20WS$_2$, is evidenced. Thus, the arithmetic roughness $R_a$ is lowest measured of all experiments. No scar appears on the 3D topographic map (Figure 15 (b)). But the value of the root mean square roughness is high: 4.90. This disc presents a global inelastic deformation. The dimension of this deformation is larger than the surface where the pin slid during the tribological tests.

![Figure 15: Three-dimensional images of St5WS$_2$(a), St10WS$_2$(b) and St20WS$_2$(c) recorded by profilometry.](image)

**Studies of wear and damage**

The three-dimensional images of the sample damages allow a quantitative analysis of the missing volume $V_m$ (volume below the reference plane defined by the initial undamaged surface) and the displaced volume $V_d$ (volume above the previous reference plane). The difference between these two volumes gives the wear volume $V_w$ of the studied section. The total wear volume $V_T$ is determined using the following expression, where $r$ is the average radius of the wear track and $l$ is the width of the analyzed section:

$$ V_T = V_w \cdot \frac{2\pi r}{l} $$

(1)

Wear rate $U_w$ is calculated from the previous total volume values by using the Archard model and assuming that wear is a linear function of covered distance. For the present tests, the wear rates are given by the following formula:

$$ U = \frac{V_T}{L_T \cdot \Sigma_i F_{Ni}} $$

(2)

$L_T$ is the total distance travelled during the test; $F_{Ni}$ represents the successive normal loads applied to the samples during the $i^{th}$ step. All values of wear rate for the different discs are given in Table 5.
Table 5: Wear rate of the studied materials.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Material</th>
<th>Wear rate of the disc [μm³·N⁻¹·m⁻¹]</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Stellite</td>
<td>-9.6·10⁻¹</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Co10BN</td>
<td>-8.7·10⁻¹</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Co15BN</td>
<td>-1.1·10⁻²</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Co5WS₂</td>
<td>-6.2·10⁻¹</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Co10WS₂</td>
<td>-6.3·10⁻¹</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Co20WS₂</td>
<td>-4.1·10⁻¹</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Wear rate all discs are negatives. A negative wear rate indicates that the transfer of material from the pin is greater than the loss of material in the disc. The highest wear rates are calculated for Stellite and the MMC that contain h-BN. The lowest wear rate is measured for composites that contained WS₂ solid lubricant. The endurance of the composites has been improved by the addition of this lubricant in the Stellite matrix.

**Micromorphology analysis**

Micrographs were performed on a Jeol JSM-7000F scanning electron microscope, equipped with a field effect electron gun. This device also allows the acquisition of secondary electrons images (SEI) and backscattered electrons images with a chemical contrast. Micrographs are recorded with 15 kV accelerated tension and a working distance of 10 mm. Three composites are chosen to perform the micrography: Stellite, St10BN and St10WS₂.

The micrographs reveal the morphology of the disc worn surface. For Stellite disc (Figure 16 (a)), the SEIfigureesa surface marked with scratches, slip zone and material agglomeration with shear zones. Figure 16 (b) shows the composition contrast on the surface. Two colors are distinguished: white and grey, these colors are respectively associated to cobalt and iron. Iron particle are transferred from the pin to the disc surface. This transfer is due to the relatively low hardness of the pin with respect to the disc the disc.

![Figure 16: Observations by SEM of the Stellite sample with two different observation modes: secondary electron and backscattered electron with chemical contrast.](image)

The surface of the MMC containing h-BN solid lubricant, St10BN, reveals platelet and powdery particles (Figure 17). Grains appear near holes and seem to be ready to be extracted from the composite surface. The micrograph with chemical contrast (Figure 17 (b)) presents 3 colors: white, for the cobalt, grey, for iron, and black, for the solid lubricant, h-BN. The lubricant is located in holes and between the Stellite grains. The lubricant is extracted and mixed to metal particles and contributed to the formation of a third body.
Finally, the surface images from the composite surface containing WS$_2$ (St10WS$_2$) looks like tribofilms from Stellite, with compacted particles and layers of high sheared (Figure 18). Chemical image also shows the presence of iron (in grey) on the MMC (in light grey).

**Discussion**

The topographic, morphological, and chemical analyses revealed the formation of tribofilms during friction tests. The overall degradation mechanisms of all compounds studied involve both abrasive wear and adhesive wear associated to an oxidization process. These third bodies protect the surfaces of the pins and the discs by accommodating the shear stresses. Tribological films are produced by production of particles from both pins and discs. This third body mostly consist with steel, Stellite and solid lubricant, when it’s available, but also with metal oxides coming from the pin and the disc surfaces, as shown previously by other authors.

Figure 19 represents the friction coefficient of MMC with h-BN and the Stellite. It clearly appears a degradation of the friction reduction properties by addition of this solid lubricant in the Stellite matrix. The greater the amount of h-BN, the higher the degradation is high. The deformation of the surface follows this tendency too as shown in the topographic analysis (Table 4). This degradation is observed also for the wear resistance (Table 5). Indeed, the compound that containing the largest amount of h-BN is the one with the highest wear rate.

![Friction coefficient versus the applied normal load for Stellite, and Stellite with 10% and 15% (vol.) of h-BN](image)
These performances can be explained by the modification of the microstructure and the reduction of the hardness of the compound with the addition of h-BN (see Table 2). St10BN and St15BN emitted a lot of particles in comparison to Stellite. These particles are mixed with iron particles from the pin, and can be oxidized. It appears a third body that is not efficient to lowering the friction coefficient. A part of this third body is then ejected from the contact and produce wear particles. The third body can’t stay in the contact to protect the surface of the two first bodies. This is probably due to the incapacity of h-BN to adhere to the surface of the pins and the discs.

The addition of WS₂ changes the tribologic properties of the composite. Wear rate is reduced, with respect to the hardness. Due to the presence of WS₂, the third body remains stable and more cohesive that enable it to protect the sliding surfaces efficiently by relaying the most part of the shear stresses. It contributes to adaptation of velocities between the two contacting bodies. The friction coefficient is also lowered in comparison to MMC that contains the biggest amount of h-BN. In St20WS₂, an inelastic deformation is observed on the disc and participates to the adaptation of the two first bodies when the normal load is applied. By increasing the amount of WS₂, friction reduction properties are reinforced, and sometimes μ for MMC with highest amount of WS₂ is lower than in the case of Stellite.

![Friction coefficient versus the applied normal load for Stellite, and Stellite with 5%, 10% and 15% (vol.) of WS₂.](image)

So, depending on the nature of the solid lubricant, two opposites effects are observed on the tribological performances of the third body: degradation or improvement of the tribological properties.

**Conclusion**

In order to offer efficient materials for tribological applications at high temperature (450°C), metal matrix composites (Stellite matrix) including solid lubricant particles (different contents of h-BN or WS₂) were developed using a SPS technique of powder consolidation. Tests were carried out using a rotative Pin-on-disc tribometer at 450°C and under varying normal load at a constant velocity.

The third body concept is taken into account, and highlights the ambiguous role of h-BN and WS₂ introduced into the matrix on the friction and wear properties. The identified wear mechanisms essentially correspond to adhesive wear (transfer phenomenon) and abrasive wear (numerous scratches). In agreement to previous work, the occurrence of oxidation of the Stellite, Stellite matrix composite and iron contained in the pin, is supposed, but has to be certified by more precise chemical analysis. However, the choice of the Stellite permits to produce materials that are also able to protect the surfaced during the friction conditions. Unlike h-BN, solid lubricant, such as WS₂, seems to be a good prospect to promote the formation of a stable tribofilm, able to take over the shearing stresses and ensure the velocity adaptation, necessary between the two first bodies. To withstand the severe working conditions, this third body acts as a relay.
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